The Esade campus in Barcelona spans 29,475 m² and is located in Pedrables, one of the city’s most attractive residential areas. Its facilities are located close to Avenida Diagonal and one of the city’s university districts. Our campus is surrounded by parks and gardens and includes all the resources and services demanded of academic and university life. The Barcelona-Pedralbes Campus houses our Law (undergraduate and Master’s) and Executive Education programmes.

ESADE BARCELONA – LAW SCHOOL
Av. Pedralbes, 60-62, 08034 Barcelona (Building 1)
Programmes offered:
1. Undergraduate Degree in Law (GED)
2. Undergraduate Degree in Law (GED) and Bachelor in Global Governance
3. Double Degree in Business Administration and Law
Marqués de Dúlcea, 40-42, 08034 Barcelona (Building 2)
Programmes offered:
1. Master’s in Law
2. Post-graduate and refresher programmes

ESADE BARCELONA – BUSINESS SCHOOL
Avinguda d’Esplugues, 92-96, 08034 Barcelona (Building 3)
Programmes offered:
1. Executive MBAs
2. Open Programmes
3. Custom Programmes
4. Executive Masters

SERVICES
- Library – Information and Knowledge Service (SIC).
- Executive Education Office.
- Admissions – Post-graduate Law programmes.
- Cafeterias (Building 1, 2 y 3).
- Parking (Building 1 y 2).
- Automatic teller machine (ATM).
- Esade Alumni.
- Services for people with disabilities.

HOW TO GET HERE
Esade is only 15 minutes away by car from the Barcelona-El Prat Airport. The area is easy to access from both the old quarter and outside the city by car and public transport.

- **Bus:** Several city bus lines have stops near Esade.
  - H4, 63, 68, 76, 78 y 113

- **Metro:** The closest stop to Building 1 is Maria Cristina (L3), to Building 3 it’s Palau Real (L3).
  - Both stops are approximately 500 meters from the respective buildings.

- **Ferrocarrils de la Generalitat de Catalunya (FGC):**
  - The closest commuter train station is Reina Elisenda (L6), approximately 250 m from Esade.

- **Bicing:**
  - The closest stop to Building 1 is Maria Cristina (L3), to Building 3 it’s Palau Real (L3).
  - Both stops are approximately 500 meters from the respective buildings.

MAP OF PEDRALBES
USEFUL NUMBERS

Emergency number: 112

Barcelona
902 40 47 04

El Prat Airport
-34 935 855 000

Police (Sant Cugat)
-34 935 835 000

Police (Barcelona)
091

Taxis Sant Cugat
-34 931 00 11 00

Taxis Barcelona
-34 935 035 033

Metropolitan (transport of Barcelona) (TMB)
902 073 027
Mon-Fri 8AM to 9PM

Reach Customer Information
-34 917 744 040

BCN APPS

FREE NOW
Licensed Drivers
in Barcelona

BCN AL MÒBIL
All Barcelona City Council’s services for mobile devices

TMB Your transport
in Barcelona

APP BICING
Take a bike
in Barcelona

MAP OF BARCELONA

FROM BARCELONA TO SANT CUGAT

BY TRAIN

Ferrocarrils de la Generalitat de Catalunya
- FGC

This is the recommended way to get to Sant Cugat.

Lines
-1 (Barcelona-Terrassa)
-8 (Barcelona-Sabadell)
-9 (BCN - Uni. Autònoma)
-4 (BCN - Rubí)

Duration of journey: 25 min. from Pl. Catalunya and 13 min. from Sarrià. Frequency: every 5 mins.

When purchasing your ticket, be sure to select ‘1 Zone’.

BY BUS

LINE A4
Fabra i Puig Station to Sant Cugat (FGC Station)
Duration of journey: 40 min. Frequency: every 30 mins.

BY CAR

The Esade campus is located close to the AP-7 motorway and it can be reached from Barcelona following the:

E-15/AP-7 (North of Barcelona)
Exit 22. Follow Sant Cugat sign

E-90/AP-2 (South of Barcelona)
Exit 9. Follow Sant Cugat sign

Vallvidrera Tunnels
Exit 10 (Sant Cugat–Valldoreix)

Arrabassada Route
Alternative route from Gracia area (20 minutes).